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Abstract
A mature code-base of 1 300 000 LOC for a period of 20 months has
been examined. This paper investigates if churn is a significant factor in
finding refactoring candidates. In addition it looks at the variables Lines
of Code (LOC), Technical Debt (TD), Duplicated lines and Complexity
to find out if any of these indicators can inform a coder as to what to
refactor. The result is that churn is the strongest variable out of the
studied variables followed by LOC and TD.
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1 Introduction
Refactoring is "the process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter the
external behavior of the code but yet improves its internal structure"[1]. You refactor the code to
make it easier to maintain.
With the ‘when to refactor’ in mind – technical debt surfaces because when to refactor you pay the
technical debt off. This paper elaborates further on technical debt and briefly on managing technical
debt which will inform managers (not coders) when to refactor.
Concerning ‘what to refactor’ Feathers [2, 3] has initiated a way of doing this empirically taking
churn into account. This will be extended and not only look at churn in combination with
complexity but also in combination with technical debt, code duplication, lines of code to find out if
churn is a significant variable in finding refactoring-candidates.
Worthwhile saying is that Feathers has one take on this while it is possible to have several different
approaches, [4, 5] in finding refactoring-candidates.
The result is validated in two ways. Firstly by the Spearman’s Rank Correlation coefficient that will
rank each and every file. However, in industry there is never the situation where you could refactor
all code, instead you need to do a qualified guess. Therefore the other approach is to look at the ten
files with the highest calculated values in each of my chosen categories (Lines of code (LOC),
Duplication, Technical Debt (TD), Complexity, Code-churn) because that can inform coders what
to refactor.

1.1 Background
1.1.1 Maintainability
One reason to refactor is to raise Maintainability. Please find below the attributes of Maintainability
according to ISO 9126 (except for Maintainability Compliance that is also part of ISO 9126) and
more specifically how the SIG Maintainability Model is constructed. There are several ways of
measuring Maintainability including Maintainability Index (MI) and the Software Improvement
Group (SIG) Maintainability Index. The SIG Maintainability Model acts as a bridge between the
resulting values and how to change the code in practice.
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Figure 1. An explanation of the SIG Maintainability Index. ‘Mapping system characteristics
onto source code properties. The rows in the matrix represent the 4 maintainability
characteristics according to ISO 9126. The columns represent code-level properties, such as
volume, complexity, duplication, unit length, number of units and number of modules. When a
particular property is deemed to have a strong influence on a particular characteristic, a cross
is drawn in the corresponding cell’[6].
The factors in the list below influence the SIG Maintainability Index. This paper will investigate
some of these variables as indicated below:


Volume - The total number of lines of code



Complexity per unit - Cyclomatic complexity per unit (in Java a unit is a method) (will be
used in this paper as ‘Complexity’)



Duplication of code (duplicated blocks over 6 lines) (will be used in this paper as
‘Duplicated lines’)



Unit size - LOC (will be used in this paper as ‘LOC’)



Unit testing (unit test coverage)

1.1.2 Refactoring
When you refactor you alter the code so it is easier to maintain, it is less complex and easier to read.
It was introduced by Opdyke [7] in 1992 and was further developed by Fowler [8]. Refactoring is a
way to change the code without changing its functionality – on the contrary – the functionality
should be maintained!
Refactoring in itself is contributing to a sustainable society as the whole idea behind it is to
maintain the code in a desirable quality so that the code does not have to be re-written (which is
done with code that has too low quality). Time and money is saved.
Why not write code correctly in the first place? There are several reasons why code is decaying - as
the system evolves and new features and bug-fixes are applied to it the system changes in a way that
was not anticipated by the designers in the original design, as a result the system becomes
unmanageable [9].
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Refactoring the architecture to get a better design might be considered being out of the scope for a
single developer which might be the reason why both Google [10] and Microsoft (Windows) [11]
have teams dedicated to refactoring to keep the code-base manageable.
To cut it short and a tad wide, architectural refactoring is refactoring that concerns the bigger
picture – between classes whereas code refactoring is refactoring within classes, this paper focus on
the latter.
1.1.2.1 Refactoring within classes
Below are a few examples of refactoring within classes:


Rename field – if a field is called ‘x’ it is harder to understand what it represents than if the
same field was called ‘numberOfBicycles’. Change the name.



Remove code duplication – extract the code from all places where it occurs and place this
code in a new method. Use this method instead of the duplicated code.



Consolidate conditional expression – break out a conditional expression to a method and use
this method instead so the code reads better. For example:
if(customerHasPaid())
is easier to understand than
if(customerHasEnoughMoneyOnAccount(getCustomerAccount(customer)) &&
!customerIsOnBlackList(customer))

1.1.3 Technical debt
TD is expressed in time or money.
The TD term was introduced by Cunningham (1992), he writes:
“Shipping first time code is like going into debt. A little debt speeds development so long as it is
paid back promptly with a rewrite… The danger occurs when the debt is not repaid. Every minute
spent on not-quite-right code counts as interest on that debt. Entire engineering organizations can
be brought to a stand-still under the debt load of an unconsolidated implementation, objectoriented or otherwise.”
According to “An exploration of technical debt” [13] technical debt has many dimensions including
Code debt. However, that is a proposed standard; TD has yet to be defined. This paper shall look
into code debt in relation to Duplication, Complexity, LOC and TD.
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Figure 2. An explanation on how Technical debt is measured. The technical debt is the total
time it takes to get the entire code-base to an ideal state. In this example: how long would it take
to clean up the entire dirty dish?
From a coder´s point of view the code debt is revealed as follows: ‘Decide what a violation is and
how long time it takes to get rid of the violation to get to an ideal state’. For example, it is decided
that duplication of code is a violation. Initially the question(s) arise to


‘How much time does it take to repair a duplication of one line?’ which is followed by a
next question:



‘Find number of duplicated lines’ to get the total time it takes to get the code to an ‘ideal
state’.



Last but not least it is to ‘Sum all violations up’ and you have the technical debt in minutes.

1.1.4 When shall a coder stop refactoring OR managing technical
debt?
From above sequential questions about violation and a coder’s workflow the answer is: When your
manager tells you to.
In “Clean Code” [14] Martin says “refactor mercilessly” which seems to be just fine – but if you
push it… it is not certain that your manager and co-workers will be too happy. What can inform a
coder when to stop refactoring? The manager. Why? -The manager has the broader picture (but not
necessarily the details), one can say that they have different focus and workflows.
The future in managing technical debt might lie here:
“Much of managing technical debt is the same as risk management, and similar techniques can be
applied.” [15]
And/or here:
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“Coalescing the expertise of business, technology and risk management resources maximizes
effectiveness by creating a united front in the battle against technical debt.”[16].

1.2 Related work
In SonarQube (formely Sonar) is a plugin that analyses the code in real time to show how the codequality change, but again, this is the over-all code quality – based on a static analysis. SonarQube
reports on their web-site that they are about to release a plug-in to SonarQube that calculates the
‘code churn metrics’ [17]. However, they did not have time to implement this feature [18] 2012 and
according to their website it is not available before 6 Oct 2013.
‘Ranking refactoring suggestions based on historical volatility’ [4] investigates code-smells in
relation to “historical volatility” which shows that the term volatility is drawn from the field of
forecasting risk in financial markets. They have used four different forecasting models; random
walk, historical average, exponential smoothing and exponentially-weighted moving average to find
out which one is the best. This volatility they have combined with three code-smells to be able to
rank refactory-suggestions based on past source code changes. These suggestions have been used to
build an assisting tool.
Zazworka et al. [5] is using change-prone classes which are “indicators of problematic code”. They
use change-proneness (Code-churn) to measure the result. This gives me a basis for being able to
use it as a variable.
“TD interest is inherently difficult to estimate or measure. Given the data that we had
available in this study, we chose to use two proxies for expected interest (hereafter referred
to as ‘‘interest indicators’’) defect- and change-proneness. These proxies are concrete
manifestations of problematic code and are related to future maintenance cost, and
therefore useful, independent indicators of likely interest payments. The proxy measures
are well established and have been previously used in the assessment of maintenance
problems (Zazworka et al. 2011; Olbrich et al. 2010; Bieman et al. 2003; Khomh et al.
2009). However, they are not the only, and possibly not the best, indicators, since they do
not capture other forms of TD interest, such as increasing effort to make changes” [5]
Then there is Feathers who on a web-page [19] is looking at churn in combination with complexity.
That is the closest match.

1.2.1 Feathers analysing-technique
Please find below a brief summary on one way Feathers is using to find refactoring-candidates
which also give him “a good snapshot view of the design, commit, and refactoring styles of a
team.” [1]
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Figure 3. Illustration of Feathers analyzing-technique described in aforementioned website[1]

Important quadrant – high degree of complexity and often changes made. These classes are
‘particularly ripe for a refactoring investment’. With a high complexity there is a lot of ‘if-thenelses’ that makes the code hard to decipher. If it is a factory class or nearly configurational, not to
worry, this is expected.
Fertile Ground – very interesting – people add code and extract new classes when needed. It might
consist of configurational files also.
Cowboy Region – ‘This is complex code that sprang from someone's head and didn't seem to grow
incrementally.’[1]
Healthy code – low complexity and do not change much.
The take in this paper will be slightly different. On the x-axis will be Complexity or Complexity *
Code-churn. In relation to Feather’s diagram the values from the Important quadrant on top will be
the highest values. However, there will not be a distinction between the ‘Cowboy region’ and the
‘Fertile ground’ as they might get the same value. The y-axis will show the aggregated defect
resolution time. In addition to Complexity this paper will additionally examine the other variables
mentioned in the Introduction.

2 Purpose, methodology and research
question.
2.1 Purpose and goal
In essence Feathers says that a file with high complexity and with high churn is a file you would
like to refactor. One question is if that holds true when it comes to reduce Maintainability. In this
paper diagrams will be constructed where churn is multiplied with Complexity, Duplicated Lines,
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LOC, and TD to find out whether a high Complexity*Churn points toward a high Maintainability.
Also, is it possible to get the same result without churn just by using the variables; Complexity,
Duplicated Lines, LOC or TD?
In “Faster Defect Resolution with Higher Technical Quality of Software” [20] there is an attempt to
get a measure on the increasing effort to make changes by measuring the accumulated defect
resolution speed. The defect resolution speed they used as a proxy for defect resolution effort.
This study intends to measure historical data at a large software company with a mature code-base.
The code-base will be tracked 20 months back in time to find out whether historical data can show
what classes that would benefit from being refactored the most. The focus is in Maintainability.

2.2 Methodology
The main method is data-mining. The variables will be number of code-churns, time, lines of code
per file, max complexity per file, number of duplicated lines per file, technical debt (in Dollars per
file), number of defects that has been corrected in the file, the time (in days (24 hours) it has taken
from where the defect was reported to when it was solved an approved. The results of below
variables in Figure 3 will be compared with defect resolution speed which will point toward
Maintainability.
Dependent variable
Summary (per class)

Variables dependent on Code Independent variable (per
Churn (per class)
class)

Code Churn

Number of changes
Lines of Code

Degree of refactoring

Complexity

Degree of refactoring

Duplicated lines

Degree of refactoring

Technical debt*

Degree of refactoring
Aggregated defect resolution
time

Figure 4. X Matrix over the variables in this study.
* Technical debt is an aggregated variable. In this case it includes and is therefore also dependent
on duplication and complexity among other variables not present in this study. Please find how the
TD is calculated under Technical debt in the next chapter.
Code Churn is time frequency, where time is 30 days. It is the number of commits in Git per 30
days. This paper has had access to data for 20 months.

2.3 Research question
RQ1: How can a programmer be informed what to refactor to raise Maintainability by using
the variable, or the variable multiplied with code-churn?
RQ2: Is code-churn a significant variable in finding refactoring-candidates to increase
Maintainability?
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3 Experiment design
3.1 Case study
The case study is here focused on backtracking changes in code so mainly the experiment design
consists of following steps; 1) arranging access to code 2) decide what code to focus on 3) decide
the length of the period to study (if applicable) 4) decide which tools to use to 5) filter out the useful
information .

3.1.1 The source code
The source code that will be studied is from a large software company. It is a part of a larger system
consisting of several nodes. This paper will investigate one of the nodes and all its components. The
source-code in this node consists of about 1 300 000 lines of code (LOC) and about 4800 classes.
This is the source for investigation. Some of the classes are test-classes and some are autogenerated. The node’s key-service is to calculate the cost for an event real-time, so it has to be fast
and reliable. The source code is running in a mature project.
As it is a real system that will be studied the company can benefit from the results which saves both
time and money.
The code churn is measured over a 20 months period. Over these 20 months the number of days that
have been used to correct code defects is aggregated. The values of Lines of Code, Complexity,
Duplicated lines, Technical debt were measured during a week in May 2013, all of them were
snapshots.
The data is organized in files, in most cases these are equal to what is called ‘class’. In very few
cases (a qualified guess from an experienced senior developer at the company estimates that it is 1
%) there is a class within this class, called a ‘private class’. Hereafter the paper will refer to a ‘class’
even though it is a ‘file’. ‘Class’ is preferred as that is the way a programmer is thinking of the
code, in classes rather than files.

3.2 Data collection
In RQ1 this paper will compare each variable (LOC, Complexity, Duplication and TD) as well as
each variable multiplied with code-churn against the accumulative time it has taken to resolve
defects in each file (a proxy for Maintainability). There will be two approaches.


What would the effect be if the ten classes with the highest value for each variable (one
example: the ten files with the most LOC) were refactored?



What is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient?

3.2.1 Code-churn
The question here is ‘How many times will the source-code change?’
A mean value of number of changes per month will be calculated (the calculation is over a period of
20 months drawn from the Git repository). Another way is to count the total numbers of change in a
file over 20 months.
The reason for choosing to use the frequency instead of the total number of changes is to prioritize
classes that are changed often.
An example given two classes:
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Class A has been changed 100 times over 20 months.
Class B has been changed 100 times since it was created two months ago.
With an absolute value both classes would get 100 points. When looking at frequency, or changes
per month, Class A gets five ‘points’ and Class B gets 50 ‘points’. A refactoring of Class B will
return the investment in refactoring quicker.

3.2.2 Lines of code
When tested against real coders the only factor that mattered was total lines of code in the product.
Sjøberg et al. finds that “Apart from size, surrogate maintainability measures may not reflect future
maintenance effort.“ [21] However the size they talk about is the overall size of the system. This
paper will analyze size per class. ‘Lines of code per class’ is also connected to Maintainability via
analysability and testability (called Unit Size in SIG Maintainability Index). Lines of code in a class
is measured to find out whether it might be possible to only look at lines of code – for simplicity
and ease of use, the coder’s perspective is in focus here.
The tool SourceMonitor is used to get the ‘Lines of code’ value.

Blank lines are not
counted

/*This code belongs to company company*/
public class Bicycles{
public static void main(String[] args){
//A comment
Int nrOfBicycles = 3;
System.out.println(“Number of bicycles “ + nrOfBicycles);
}
}

Figure 5. The Lines metric will count the number of physical lines in a source file ignoring
blank lines. This code-block contains 8 lines of code.

3.2.3 Complexity
Complexity is part of what adds up to the ‘Maintainability’ in the SIG/TÜViT’s software quality
assessment method. Also, Mr M. Feathers is using complexity and churn as one tool to find out the
‘health’ of the source code which makes it possible for me to relate to former work and studies.
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To get a Complexity value the tool SourceMonitor is used (as Feathers). It is easy to download and
easy to use. The maximum method complexity is used which calculates the most complex method
in the file. For more information on this value see appendix page 23.

3.2.4 Duplication
Duplication is interesting as “Investigating the Impact of Code Smells Debt on Quality Code
Evaluation” obtains that
“… the refactoring of the duplicate code led to an improvement of the cohesion and complexity, and
hence of the maintenance of the code” [22]
They also conclude that among Duplicate code smell, God Class and Data class the Duplicate Code
smell is the most dangerous and should be removed first.
To get the ‘Duplicated lines’ value the Simian [23] tool will be used. This tool is also used by SAP
Systems Integration AG, Maven, Defence Research and Development Canada, ThoughtWorks, Inc.,
for example.
Definition of Duplication:
It is counted as a duplication if at least 6 lines of code are duplicated. The entire code-base is
scanned. If 10 common lines in fileA and fileB is found the number will be added to both files. It
makes it possible to see the total per file.

3.2.5 Technical debt values
TD is supposed to inform managers of the quality of the code and possibly coders what to refactor.
The latter question this paper is trying to find some kind of answer to, if only an indication.
The company, whose source-code will be scrutinized, uses SonarQube as a tool. The tool is not
primarily used to calculate the technical debt but the functionality is included. The pages where the
technical debt per file is shown will be parsed and the technical debt value in ‘Dollars’ will be used.
Below you see the interface from the SonarQube tool:

Figure 6. SonarQube’s technical debt plugin (figure from website)[24)

This paper will use “cost to reimburse” as explained. The cost to reimburse “…gives in $$ what it
would cost to clean all defects on every axis (no more violations, no more duplications…).”[24]
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Technical Debt calculation, in the left column is what the TD is named in the SonarQube tool and in
the right column is a more extensive explanation for its calculation:

Figure 7. Figure How the cost is summarized in the Technical Debt plugin[25].
A detailed description of how the TD is calculated is available in the appendix page 23.
The same accounts for duplicated lines: not all classes are included in SonarQube, not automatic
classes not test files and there might be new classes that have not been added to the code-analysis
tool.

3.2.6 Defect resolution time
As mentioned above, in “Faster Defect Resolution with Higher Technical Quality of Software” they
tried to get a measure on the increasing effort to make changes by measuring the accumulated
defect resolution speed. The defect resolution speed they used as a proxy for defect resolution
effort. This is used as an indicator of maintenance efficiency.
The defect resolution time is drawn from the system the company has to track defects. The start
time is when the defect arrives to the design department and the end time is when the correction of
the defect has been corrected and approved. The defect resolution time is the difference between the
start time and the end time in number of days.
Noteworthy is that the number of days is not the same as the time it has taken to solve the defect.
For several reasons there is a waiting-time included in the accumulated defect resolution time. To
get a more correct value on how much time has been spent on defect resolution one would need
another tracking system which is beyond this study. However, it is an indicator to how much time
that has been spent on solving an issue.
If for example 5 classes have been a part of the correction the resolution time is added to them all.
Thus, if a class is in ‘bad company’, together with a class with bad values, it will get the extra time
added even though it is ‘not that class’s fault’.

3.2.7 Top-ten-worst files
There is not time or money to refactor everything even if there would be a need for it. Informed
decisions what to refactor has to be made. It is not economically justifiable to refactor all classes.
One could decide to refactor the files with the highest Complexity (for example). This paper will
look at the top-ten-worst files for every variable as a reasonable decision is to refactor the ten
classes in most need for it. How many maintenance days would have been affected if a decision to
refactor the ten worst files had been made?
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3.2.8 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
If a good value is calculated for the ten worst files does it amplify to all files?
The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient will be used as the rating follow an ordinal scale. An
ordinal scale is an ordered series of relationships. Like a marathon – we will know who is first,
second and third. An ordinal scale will not say anything about the difference in time between the
winner and the person that came second.
If time difference was the required information Pearson’s correlation would have been used instead
to calculate the result on true values.
As an example a logarithmic function would give a perfect result in ‘Spearman’s’ but not in
‘Pearson’s’.
This might have been elaborated further on. To do so a need to expand on the benefits from the
sphere of statistics would have been required which is out of the scope of this paper.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [26, 27, 28]:
Spearman’s correlation coefficient is a statistical measure of the strength of a monotonic
relationship between paired data. In a sample it is denoted by p and is by design constrained as
follows -1 ≤ p ≤ 1. In the case of a negative relationship there is a minus-sign before the result.

Correlation is an effect size and so we can verbally describe the strength of the correlation using the
following guide for the absolute value of p (or with a minus-sign before should the correlation be
negative):






.00-.19 “very weak”
.20-.39 “weak”
.40-.59 “moderate”
.60-.79 “strong”
.80-1.0 “very strong”

4 Analysis
4.1 Summary top-ten-worst files
How the data is tracked is described in the former chapter and an overall presentation is included.
This chapter will bring this together and pin out overall tendencies.

4.1.1 Baseline ‘top-ten-worst’ defect classes.
Regarding the ‘top-ten-worst’ defect classes the analysis consist of following steps 1) find the ten
files with the highest number of accumulated defect resolution time (in days). 2) The sum of the
accumulated defect resolution time for these files. 3) In the rest of the paper this sum will be
referred as the ‘baseline’.
12

The classes have been renamed to anonymize the data. They are going to be called Class A, Class
B, Class C and so-on.
Class A-J in the figure below shows the ten classes with the highest accumulated defect resolution
time. The y-axis shows the number of days and on the x-axis are the classes.

Accumulated time in days spent on
defects.
2500
2000
1500
Accumulated time in days
spent on defects.

1000
500
0

Figure 8. Accumulated time spent on defects for the 10 worst classes.

The above figure shows the Accumulated resolution time spent on defects for the 10 worst files.
The total is 11834 days. This number will be called the ‘baseline’.
For the exact number of aggregated defect resolution time for these classes see appendix page 24.

4.1.2 Summary ‘top-ten-worst’ classes per variable.
Regarding the ‘top-ten-worst’- classes the analysis consists of following steps 1) find the ten files
with highest values in each category 2) find the accumulative time in days spent on correcting
defects in these files.
Regarding the ‘top-ten-worst’- classes multiplied with code-churn the analyses consists of
following steps 1) find the ten files with highest values in each category 2) multiply each value with
code-churn 3) find the ten files with highest result from step 2 in each category 4) find the
accumulated time in days spent on correcting defects in these files.
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Variable* Code Churn

4000
2000
0

Figure 9. Accumulated time spent on defects for the ’top-ten-worst’ classes per variable and
variable*Code-churn.
From the above diagram you can see that Duplication on its own is irrelevant to Maintainability,
that code-churn alone has a good result and that all the variables are strengthened by code-churn.
Summary ‘top-ten-worst’ in exact figures and percent of baseline (for details per variable see
appendix page 32):
Variable

Number of days Percent
spent
on corrections
corrections
baseline

of Number of days Percent
spent
on corrections
corrections
baseline

(variable/11834) * Code-churn

(variable/11834)

Number of days 11834
spent on defects in
the top-ten-worst
classes (baseline)
Code Churn

5812

49

Lines of code

4499

38

5912

50

Complexity

2185

18

3082

26

Duplication

7

0

4313

36

Technical Debt

1937

16

5911

50

Figure 10. Summary of ‘top-ten-worst’ values per variable and variable*Code-churn.
This figure shows the summary but the starting point was the graphs below.
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4.2 Graphs of code-base
To check for patterns all classes are plotted in the code-base, one plot for each variable (x-axis)
versus the Accumulated defect resolution time (y-axis). This was plotted to see a pattern, if any.

4.2.1 Defect Resolution Time vs Churn
Below is a plot of the Code-churn (x-axis) and the Accumulated resolution time (y-axis) for each
one of the classes in the code-base.

Figure 11. Defect resolution time vs Churn. One example of a scatter diagram constructed from
the data in this study.
The perfect answer in this diagram would have been if the crosses followed a line (a simple linear
regression), ideally from 0,0 pointing up towards the upper right corner. This is not the case.
However, it is possible to see a certain correlation where the crosses are not evenly distributed over
the diagram. The concentration lays in the lower left part with no distribution in the upper right
corner.
The scatter diagram shows an indication to a relation, but it is hard to gain more information than
that. The outcome of these diagrams shows that more information is needed for further
investigation. Please find the complete range of scatter diagrams in the appendix page 25.
For this study we can gain further results via evolving the study with Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient analysis and from a coder’s point of view the ‘top-ten-worst’-classes.
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4.3 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
To calculate the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient there is an instructive website [28] easy to
follow. To sum up the to-do list following steps have to be done 1) put your data in column 1 and
column 2, 2) rank your data from column 1 and column 2 and put it in column 3 and column 4, 3)
calculate the difference between each row in column 3 and 4, 4) square the difference from previous
step, 5) sum up the results from the 4)-step, this will be
in the Spearman rank formula
mentioned above. Finally sum up and calculate 6) in effect n is the number of rows and 7) calculate
the formula used and mentioned before.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
variable

variable*churn

LOC

0,435

0,558

Complexity

0,353

0,525

Duplicated lines

0,111

0,446

TD

0,616

0,571
0,576

Figure 12. Summary of the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient on accumulated defects
resolution times

5 Results
5.1 Summary of the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
and % of total defect resolution time affected.
In the figure below is the result matrix.
In the second column, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient column, TD is showing the best
result.
In the third column all values are evened out by the multiplication with Code-churn. For TD the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is lower multiplied with code-churn, the only value on
which Code-churn has a negative effect.
The fourth column shows what the impact would have been if the ‘top-ten-worst’ classes would
have been refactored. This column shows that LOC has the highest impact and Duplicated lines has
very little or no impact.
The fifth column shows that churn is strengthening all the variables from column 3 if multiplied
with code-churn.
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Spearman’s
rank
correlation
coefficient

Code-churn * Top-ten-worstSpearman’s
classes
rank
correction
correlation
affection (% of
coefficient
baseline)

Code-churn *
Top-ten-worstclasses
correction
affection (% of
baseline)

LOC

0,435

0,558

38

50

Complexity

0,353

0,525

18

26

Duplicated
lines

0,111

0,446

<1

36

TD

0,616

0,571

16

50

Code-churn

0,576

49

Figure 13. Result matrix consisting of the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and the ‘top-tenworst’ affection for each variable in % of baseline.

5.1.1 Results with Code-churn
In this particular code-base we can see that code churn, LOC* churn, TD*churn are the best
indicators to gain knowledge in what to refactor. It would have affected around 5900 days (50% of
baseline) spent on correcting defects if it was decided to refactor the ten classes with highest value
in each category. These variable/combined variables also show a moderate correlation in the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Moderate here means “.40-.59 moderate”.
Complexity and Duplicated lines are the weakest variables in affecting the days spent on defectcorrection. In the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Complexity has a moderate correlation
“.40-.59 moderate” where Duplicated lines has the weakest “.00-.19 very weak”
Important is that we see that TD has a lower Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient if multiplied
with churn. That is the only value which is not strengthened by churn.

5.1.2 Results without Code-churn
TD has the best Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient in this code base, 0,616 which is a strong
(.60-.79 “strong”) coefficient. However when it comes to affecting Maintainability via days spent
on correcting defects the top-ten highest TD values would not have affected more than 1937 days
(16% of baseline) correcting defects in this code-base.
LOC has a moderate, 0,435, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (.40-.59 “moderate”) and
refactoring the top-ten-worst classes would have affected 4499 days (38% of baseline) spent on
correcting defects had the top-ten-worst classes been refactored.
Complexity has a weak 0,353, (.20-.39 “weak”) Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient that would
have affected 2185 days (18% of baseline) correcting defects in this code-base.
Duplicated lines has the lowest values, a very weak Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, 0,111,
(00-.19 “very weak”) and had the ten highest values been refactored that would only have affected 7
days (<1% of baseline) correcting defects in this code-base.
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5.2 Summary accumulated defect resolution time top-ten
paired with the results for each variable.
How many of the ten classes that accumulated the most defect resolution time would have been
affected if one of the ingoing variables had been chosen to pick classes to refactor? Would it have
been the same class or different classes?
The table beneath (cut in two parts due to its length) consists of the top-ten-files that have most
defect-resolution-time. The variables have their absolute value for that file and also the ranking
position for the file. The ranking position is calculated so that the highest value will get ranking
position 1, the second highest ranking position two, the third value ranking position three and so on.
Again, this is to find out whether any of these classes had been refactored if the top-ten-worst files
in each category had been selected for refactoring.
Example from the table beneath: Should one have decided to use churn as the only variable to
inform which classes to refactor, only class A (class A is a class in the source-code but renamed
class A to anonymize it) would have been affected out of the ten worst classes (Class A-J). There
are two classes with higher code-churn values than Class A. In the ‘Churn pos’-column the figures
shows that none of the remaining classes has a ranking lower than ten which means that if Codechurn had been chosen to pick the ten worst classes only class A would have been affected.

Class A found as file #3 by Churn

Figure 14. Summary Defect resolution time top-ten paired with the results for investigated
variables. (First part of two)
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Figure 15. Summary Defect resolution time top-ten paired with the results for investigated
variables. (Second part of two)

The only variables (marked with red boxes in the figure above) that would have affected one(!) of
the ten files that accumulated most defect resolution time only would have been TD, TD*Churn,
Lines of code, Lines of code*Churn, Churn and Duplicated Lines*Churn. These variables would
have affected the very same class, Class A. The other variables would not have affected these
classes at all.
The table can also give some indication if a combination of the ingoing variables would have
affected the classes in the diagram. The answer from the diagram is that only the first class, Class
A, would have been affected. The nine other would not have been affected at all(!)
From a programmers point of view this means that had the programmer decided to refactor the topten-worst classes of any of the ingoing variables or variables*churn nine of the top-ten-worst
classes would not have been affected, when Maintainability is taken into consideration.

5.3 How much is Code-churn affecting the TD?
The total sum of the technical debt for all the classes is 710 k Dollars according to the SonarQubeapplication, the company uses. But, all the classes are not used. How large is the total TD if it is
multiplied with Code-churn? When Code-churn per class is multiplied with the TD for that class
and the total sum is calculated the result is 615 k Dollars.

5.4 Result on research-questions
RQ1: How can a programmer be informed what to refactor to raise Maintainability by using
the variable, or the variable multiplied with code-churn?
With code-churn:
The strongest variables among the investigated variables when Code-churn is taken into account are
code churn, LOC* churn, TD*churn.
Without code-churn:
If we look at LOC we has the best combined result where it shows a moderate Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient and this would have affected 4499 days (38% of baseline) spent on
correcting defects if the ten classes with highest LOC-values had been chosen for refactoring.
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If Code-churn is not known then TD is the strongest variable, the only variable with a strong
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. However, only 1937 days (16% of baseline) spent on
correcting defects had been affected. This gives it a lower combined result than LOC.
RQ2: Is code-churn a significant variable in finding refactoring-candidates to increase
Maintainability?
Code-churn is the one of the strongest variables investigated in this paper. Code-churn has a
moderate 0,576 (“.40-.59 moderate”) correlation to Maintainability, almost strong. Combined it
strengthens all variables investigated in this paper except for TD.

6 Discussion and implication
‘If we refactor as we make changes to our code, we end up working in progressively better code.
Sometimes, however, it's nice to take a high-level view of a code base so that we can discover where
the dragons are. I've been finding that this churn-vs.-complexity view helps me find good
refactoring candidates and also gives me a good snapshot view of the design, commit, and
refactoring styles of a team. Quite often, metrics views of code are restricted to static measures of
code quality. Adding the time dimension through version-control history gives us a broader view.
We can use that view to guide our refactoring decisions.’ [29]
Refactor as you code along. As churn is one of the strongest variables – you are going to cause
faults to surface when you are coding and/or create new defects. An over-seen fact is when
programming code and having a comprehension of the code then it is less effort to refactor - you get
a payback for the time spent understanding the code. This is also what Fowler [8] writes; he means
that a programmer should refactor when adding a new function, fixing a bug or doing a code
review. In essence this is when a programmer has a comprehension of the code. However, as
Fowler also writes, you should not refactor when being close to a deadline. This is being reasonable
about when to refactor.
Lines of code is, from a programmers point of view, very easy to access and thus to act upon. To be
able to pick refactoring-candidates there is a palette of information needed. Foremost what to be
aware of is churn, LOC and TD for raising the Maintainability. But it all has to be part of the entire
palette to form a knowledge base of what to refactor.
There are other TD’s than the ones investigated in this paper. One question arises: If a large class is
split in two, another class will be created. Is it better to have many small classes? What code size is
good for a class? There is an architectural debt which needs to be taken into account. In this study
only debt within classes has been investigated. It would be possible, if getting a palette of tools, to
add the architectural debt.
As only one of the ten classes that had the highest accumulated defect resolution time had been
affected if any of the ingoing variables had been chosen for a refactoring decision there is definitely
a need to find a variable or palette of variables that would point towards the other nine classes, or at
least some of them.
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6.1 Threat to validity
The maintainability value is based upon the system the company is using, to track defects. The
defect is reported into the system; picked by a developer, the defect is corrected, the correction
needs to be approved. There is time when the defect is only “waiting” for a next step or it might be
close to a delivery and then the defect has a very low priority; the defect resolution time is
somewhat a blunt tool to use.
A better tool would be tracking in relation to how long time a coder spent on each class.
The code-base is from one company and only one node out of many has been considered in this
study. Statistical validity would be easier if the study had been based upon access to more nodes
and also if more companies could be compared. In this paper the ‘top-ten-worst’ classes have been
chosen.

7 Conclusion
I can only conclude with what Feathers is saying:
‘My thought is that all of these measures are good at getting sense of a project but that there are
no indicators that, by themselves, point toward a corrective action. It is much like vital signs in a
hospital. Blood pressure, heart rate, etc. alone do not tell you everything but they are the palette
that we can use in decision making. I think we (the industry) leap too quickly into generalized
solutions when we should be looking at evidence and making a good personal judgment.’[29]
From the variables investigated in this paper, churn should be part of the palette to inform the
decision of what to refactor to raise Maintainability. Somewhat weaker indicators which still should
be a part of the palette to raise Maintainability are LOC and TD, their weakness should be taken
into account.
Duplicated lines are not significant in this context.

8 Future work
What would the difference have been if 15, 20 or 25 of the worst classes had been chosen for
refactoring? Would the result be closer to the result of the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient?
The only variable that is not strengthened by code-churn is TD. The question is why and if it is
significant.
A future research would be how to quantify the technical interest which Nugroho et al has one take
on[30] Possibly Code-churn could be a part of what creates the Technical Interest. I find the
technical interest more interesting than the technical debt. It is only a part of the entire code-base
that is active. The company is paying 615 k Dollars in ‘interest’ every month for the code this paper
has examined (provided that the entire technical debt is paid for a file every time the file is changed
which is not necessarily the case). This is an indication of the cost of the unhealthy code.
This paper can expand in doing an investigation in how to find refactoring-candidates with regards
to Maintainability with a tool connected to the computer that indicates what class the coder is
spending time at as mentioned before, to get a more true value on how much time is spent in each
class.
Clio is a new tool that for predicting defects. The group that is working with it has had good results
[31, 32]. Clio is a tool chain rather than a single tool which is detecting modularity violations which
is an architectural debt more than a code-debt. The question then is: What factors are important in
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finding refactoring-candidates? This paper explores certain code-debts but it might very well be that
the architectural debt has a higher impact than code-debt.
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9 Appendix
9.1 SonarQube’s technical debt calculation

Figure 16. How the cost is calculated at a higher detail in the Technical Debt plugin.[25]

Figure 17. How the hours per day is transferred to price per day in the Technical Debt
plugin[25].

9.2 SourceMonitor information on Complexity
From SourceMonitors tool’s information page:
“The complexity metric is counted approximately as defined by Steve McConnell in his book Code
Complete, Microsoft Press, 1993, p.395. The complexity metric measures the number of execution
paths through a function or method. Each function or method has a complexity of one plus one for
each branch statement such as if, else, for, foreach, or while. Arithmetic if statements (MyBoolean ?
ValueIfTrue : ValueIfFalse) each add one count to the complexity total. A complexity count is
added for each '&&' and '||' in the logic within if, for, while or similar logic statements.
Switch statements add a count of one to the complexity and the internal case statements do not
contribute to the complexity metric.) Each catch or except statement in a try block (but not the try
or finally statements) each add one count to the complexity as well.” (from SourceMonitors help on
Java metrics/Complexity)”
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9.3 Accumulated time in days spent on defects
Accumulated time in days spent on defects for the ‘top-ten’ worst’ classes. The total sum for the
accumulated defect resolution time for the ten classes is 11834 days.
Filename
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class G
Class H
Class I
Class J

Accumulated time in
days spent on defects
2083
1538
1248
1094
1056
1017
981
967
925
925

Figure 18. Accumulated defect resolution time for the ten classes with the highest accumulated
defect resolution time. This is referred to as the ‘base-line’ in this paper.
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9.4 Scatter diagrams
9.4.1 Defect Resolution Time vs Lines of Code / Lines of code*Churn
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26

9.4.2 Defect Resolution Time vs Lines of Code / Lines of code*Churn

27

28

9.4.3 Defect Resolution Time vs Duplicated lines / Duplicated lines
*Churn

29

30

9.4.4 Defect Resolution TD / TD *Churn
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9.5 Exact figures
9.5.1 Code-churn
Filename

Class K
Class L
Class A
Class M
Class N
Class O
Class P
Class Q
Class R
Class S

Code-churn

Accumulated
defect resolution
time
17,7
14,6
9,1
6,8
6,4
6,0
5,6
5,6
5,4
4,7

793
719
2083
37
194
111
55
877
500
443

Sum is 5812 days.
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9.5.2 Lines of code
Accumulated resolution time vs lines of code top ten:
Filename

Class A
Class T
Class U
Class Q
Class P
Class V
Class X
Class Y
Class Z
Class AA

Accumulated
Lines of code
defect resolution
time
2083
7
822
877
55
330
20
0
305
0

5847
5712
5704
4942
4379
4266
4192
4067
3590
3102

Sum is 4499 days that would have been affected should one have decided to refactor above files.

Accumulated resolution time vs (lines of code *churn) top ten:
Filename

Class A
Class K
Class Q
Class P
Class U
Class X
Class S
Class V
Class Z
Class AB

Accumulated
Code-churn
*
defect resolution Lines of code
time
2083
793
877
55
822
20
443
330
305
184

53353
52257
27440
24502
23569
14958
14383
11935
11434
7451

Sum is 5912.
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9.5.3 Complexity
Complexity top ten vs accumulated defect resolution time:
Filename

Accumulated
Complexity
defect resolution
time

Class AC
Class U
Class AD
Class Q
Class T
Class Y
Class V
Class AE
Class AF
Class AG

97
822
24
877
7
0
330
0
0
28

735
735
735
500
464
321
299
181
173
168

Sum is 2185 days.
(Complexity * churn) top ten vs accumulated defect resolution time:
Filename

Class U
Class Q
Class V
Class AC
Class AD
Class AG
Class AH
Class AI
Class AJ
Class P

Accumulated
defect resolution Complexity *
Code-churn
time
822
877
330
97
24
28
301
90
458
55

3038
2776
837
764
320
275
226
221
201
185

Sum is 3082.
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9.5.4 Duplication
Duplicated lines of code top ten vs accumulated defect resolution time:
Filename

Class T
Class AK
Class Y
Class AL
Class AF
Class AM
Class AN
Class AO
Class AP
Class AQ

Accumulated
Duplicated lines
defect resolution of code
time
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2564
2252
1874
1706
1587
1486
1404
1390
1390
1340

Sum is 7 (!).
(Duplicated lines of code * churn) top ten vs accumulated defect resolution time:
Filename

Class P
Class M
Class A
Class AR
Class AS
Class AT
Class AU
Class S
Class T
Class Q

Accumulated
Duplicated lines
defect resolution of code * Churn
time
55
37
2083
251
277
231
52
443
7
877

1 751,4
1 652,5
1 450,8
1 108,7
974,8
914,2
821,6
698,9
662,1
616,3

Sum is 4313.
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9.5.5 Technical debt
Technical debt top ten top ten vs accumulated defect resolution time:
Filename

Class AV
Class AX
Class K
Class AY
Class AA
Class AZ
Class AS
Class BA
Class BB
Class U

Accumulated
Technical
defect resolution (dollars)
time
0
0
793
0
0
45
277
0
0
822

debt

10225
9113
7044
5038
4594
4538
4363
4356
4163
4150

Sum is 1937.
(Technical debt * churn) top ten vs accumulated defect resolution time:
Filename

Class K
Class A
Class P
Class U
Class AS
Class Q
Class S
Class AT
Class V
Class BA

Accumulated
Technical
defect resolution (dollars)
time
Churn
793
2083
55
822
277
877
443
231
330
0

debt
*
124609
29482
18711
17148
13333
13154
13017
6801
6784
6636

Sum is 5911.
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